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Abstract

Numerical simulation serves as one of the most important tools for analyzing coal combustion in Tangentially Fired
Fumaces (TFF) with NUMERICAL FALSE DIFFUSION as one key problem that degrades the simulation accuracy,
especially for complex flow patterns. False diffusion often completely compromises the accuracy, leading to erroneous
predictions. This paper reviews various methods to reduce the numerical diffusion. In computational fluid dynamics
(CFD), false diffusion originates from a truncation error of the Taylor series approximation of the derivative and multi
dimensional discretization effects. Higher-order upwind convective schemes were designed to reduce truncation errors,
while grid line adjusting methods were developed to reduce crossflow diffusion. This paper compares numerical and
experimental results for isothermal flows to evaluate these methods. Results with the standard upwind scheme in a
rectangular Cartesian mesh are compared with results in body-fitted meshes for comprehensive combustion processes
in a TFF. Analysis of the false ditfusion effect in the x, y, z directions and the artificial viscosity distribution in a
rectangular mesh shows where the false diffusion overtakes the real physical diffusion and where the mesh must be
refined or grid line must be adjusted to improve TFF combustion simulations.

Keywords: Numerical false diffusion; Convection diffusion; Tangentially Fired Furnace (TFF); Truncation error; Crossflow diffusion

1. Introduction

Tangentially fired furnaces (TFF) in utility boilers,
sometimes called comer-fired furnaces, are frequently
used in combustion systems for gas, oil, bituminous
and sub-bituminous coal and lignite for electricity
generation. Nowadays, tangentially fired furnaces are
also widely used to bum anthracite and low-volatile
coals in China. Empirical methods are used to analyze
equipment performance and for furnace development
while CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) codes
incorporating models for turbulent flow, radiation,

and chemical reactions are also powerful tools.
"Empirical development is still necessary, but this is
greatly aided by the insights gained from CFD studies,
not only of the particular devices of practical interest,
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but also of the simpler model problems that have been
studied in detail by combustion scientists" [ I].
However, better numerical methods are needed for
these furnaces for boiler retrofits, operation opti
mization [2], temperature distribution prediction [3]
and for predicting performance when operating
parameters, physical and chemical conditions in the

TFF are changed [4].
The quasi-symmetric combined injections from the

burners in the TFF form a weakly swirling flow. After

the combustion section, near the furnace exit, the flow
eventually develops into a weakly symmetric swirling
flow in a tower type furnace, or an asymmetric nearly

non-swirling flow in a II type furnace. Simple
convection treatment with simple mesh arrangements
such as rectangular meshes near the burners will
result in false diffusion and unreasonable results.

False diffusion is a major problem in convection
diffusion fluid flow simulations, which causes con-
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Fig. I. Velocities for combustion in TFF at a height of 1600 ern
of boiler HG-670/140-9.

siderable numerical errors in numerical analyses. First
order schemes, such as the upwind, power law and
hybrid schemes, give stable computational conver
gence, but they introduce false diffusion which com
promises numerical accuracy [5]. False diffusion has
generated much confusion but can be controlled by
computational skills. This review gives a brief
analysis of false diffusion with advice on how to
reduce false diffusion in TFF combustion simulations.
Different ways to reduce false diffusion in TFF flow
field simulations are also illustrated with experi
mental validation. The false diffusion effects in
comprehensive combustion simulations are illus
trated by comparing results of the upwind scheme
with a rectangular mesh and the upwind scheme with
a body-fitted mesh. The false diffusion effects and
artificial viscosity in a rectangular mesh in a TFF are
calculated to show the effects.

Inaccurate flow field predictions will affect the
other scalar convection-diffusion processes so that
combustion simulations will be inaccurate. Therefore,
fluid dynamics simulations with less false diffusion
will provide better simulations of the combustion
processes in the TFF.

The simulated velocity fields at pulverized coal
combustion processes on a cross section in the TFF at
a height of 1600 em in the utility boiler HG-670/140
9 predicted using the body-fitted and rectangular
meshes are compared in Fig. I. The injected flow in
the rectangular mesh is quickly attenuated because of
the strong crossflow diffusion effects introduced by
the first order upwind scheme so that the injected
flows from the burner incorrectly reach the water wall
very quickly. In the body-fitted mesh with less false
diffusion effect, the injected flows reach further
outinto the center of the furnace to form a swirling
counter-clockwise rotation. At the same time the cal-

(1)a(p¢) +div(pV¢) = div(fgrad¢) +S
at

culated combustion processes of fuel particles, gas
temperature and composition distributions are very
different by using these two mesh systems. This will
be discussed in detail later in this paper.

2. Origin of false diffusion

Combustion processes are usually modeled by
equations including convection and diffusion terms
(1). However, these differential equations cannot be
solved to obtain exact solutions; hence, they must be
solved numerically by discretizing the convection and
diffusion terms.

The general convection-diffusion equation is:

The four terms in the generalized differential
equation are the transient term, advective term,
diffusion term and source term, respectively. The
diffusion coefficient F, and the source term S, depend
on the variable of interest denoted by ¢. The diffusion
term in Eq, (I) is usually discretized by using central
differences with second-order accuracy, which is
accurate enough for most problems in practice [6].
Difficulties arise with the advective term in Eq. (1).
Central differencing can lead to un-physical oscil
latory behavior in an implicit solution or to disastrous
divergence in an explicit computation in regions
where convection strongly dominates diffusion [7]
and first order methods which aim to avoid com
putational oscillations are used Icading to the well
known false diffusion effect in computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). First-order upstream differencing
often suffers from severe inaccuracies due to trun

cation errors and streamline-to-grid skewness [8]. In
general, false diffusion originates from truncation
error which can be written as:

In which E' (rtJ is the truncation error, ~ is the scalar
of interest; iX, f3 and y are associated with advective
schemes; eis the angle between velocity and grid line;

Rectangular meshBody-fit mesh
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3. Evaluation of false diffusion

A numerical model with false diffusion would be
given by [9]:

where I"; and I"; are false diffusion coefficients
introduced by the first-order upwind scheme. In a
coordinate system with the axis aligned with the local
flow direction, the discretized model is approximately
[9]:

(8)lr efx == l/~x(l- Px)

r efy ==v~y(l-py)

r efy == w&(l - p=)

neglected. For 6x = 6y, the cross diffusion

coefficient T ' 0 is maximized at e= 45°, but is zero if
the flow is aligned with either the x or y directions. In
contrast, the streamwise diffusion coefficient F 's

maximized at e= 0° or 90° and minimized at 8=45°.
In Fig. 2, the vertical axis corresponds to T '/
(0.51 VI L'l), where L'l =6x =6y. The streamwise

diffusion coefficient seems to be of more concern

since for 6x =6y, ~ 'sl2:lr '01 for 0 ::; e ::; 90°.
However, for most engineering flows with scalars
transported by the flows, the streamwise gradient can

be neglected (o2¢/ on2 »o2¢/os2) so the cross-flow

diffusion introduces more significant errors than the
streamwise diffusion if the local flow direction does
not coincide with the grid lines.

For the engineering applications given in this paper,
the false diffusion will concentrate mainly on cross
flow numerical diffusion, which has a much larger

effect on the accuracy of the results than the stream
wise diffusion.

The false diffusion coefficients were investigated
by Kang et al. [10] for two-dimensional flows with
the conclusions extended to three-dimensional flows.
In a three-dimensional flow, the false diffusion coeffi
cients are given by:

(3)

(4)

'7 is the direction normal to the streamline; Ll~ is grid
interval.

It is clear from Eq. (2) that there are three ways to
reduce false diffusion: corrective advective schemes,
grid line adjustment and grid refinement. False
diffusion effect is also combined with the scalar
gradient in the direction normal to the streamline
which is beyond the control of numerical skills.

In which
where

where e is the angle between the velocity and the x
axis. The last three terms result from the false
diffusion in the multi-dimensional space. I" s is the
streamwise diffusion coefficient, T' 0 is the cross-flow
diffusion coefficient normal to the flow and F 'so is
the combined diffusive effects in the streamwise and

c;2¢
normal directions. For most flows, is not

onos

o2¢
significant; thus the product of I"so and can be

oson

o w ~ y ~ ~

Angle between flow direction and grid line (degree)

Fig. 2. Streamwise, crossflow diffusion and interaction diffu
sion.

I'', == o.5IVI(~xcos3e + ~ysin3e)

r'.m == o.5IVI(~ysine-L~.xcose)sin2e

I"; == O.51vl (L~xcosesin2e + ~ysinecos2e)
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4. False diffusion reduction methods

4.1 Convective term discretization

4.2 Mesh improvements

Eqs. (8-9) give the false diffusion effect in three
directions which can be used to evaluation difference
between the numerical effect and physical diffusion
effect in the flow simulation.

(10)ij cPr (kk k) org -.-.+ g P -=0
o;'o;J o;k

provements introduction we used these meshes to
simulate flow field in a scaled furnace [21] and
numerical results will be validated with experiment
data.

A rectangular mesh, a refined rectangular mesh, a
body-fitted mesh and an 0 type mesh (Fig. 3) have
been used to simulate the flow in a scaled furnace of a
670 t!h steam boiler [22, 23]

Air injected into the furnace from the comer
bumers formed a weakly swirling up flow which
becomes a non-swirling flow with several parallel
branches divided by the steam superheater screens in
the upper region in the furnace as shown in Fig. 4. In
the top section of the TFF, the rectangular mesh has
grid lines aligned with the flow direction due to the
convenient mesh generation near the steam super
heater screens hanging from the top of the furnace.
Interface interpolation was used to interpolate bet
ween the rectangular mesh in the upper or lower
regions in the scaled TFF and the three meshes (Fig. 3)
used in the combustor section.

The rectangular mesh used a total of 383,744 cells
for the scaled TFF. The refined rectangular mesh used
a large number of cells in the combustor section with
a total of 1,634,344 cells.

The grid lines in the body-fitted mesh were
oriented nearly to the velocity direction in the hori
zontal plane. The TFF body-fitted mesh was ge
nerated by numerical solutions of elliptic partial di
fferential Poisson equations with specified control
functions for the node locations done in the trans
formed coordinate system. The corresponding trans
formed equation can be written in vector form as:

(9)

!
PX = (u/&)/(u/I'..x + v/t-.y +w/6z)

Py = (v/t-.y)/(u/t-.;r;+ vlSy + w/6z)

Pz = (w/6z)/(u/Ar:+v/t-.y+w/6z)

Grid refinement and grid line adjustment can also
reduce false diffusion effect in numerical simulation.
Grid generation for grid line adjustment will be
described in detail in this section. After mesh im-

False diffusion originates from truncation error
which is associated with convective scheme [Eq. (2)],
and it is produced by single-side lower order upwind
schemes. Higher-order upwind schemes were de
veloped to achieve more numerical accuracy. QUlCK
(Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convection
Kinematics) [II], Second-order Upwind [12], COPLA
[13], EULER [14], HLPA(Hybrid linear parabolic ap
proximation) [15], MINMOD (Minimum modulus)
[16], MUSCL (Monotonic upwind scheme for con
servation law) [17], OSHER [18], skew up-wind [19]
and 27-point scheme [20] are high-order upwind wise
schemes which can reduce truncation error and
maintain numerical stability. Mathematic description
of these methods will not be repeated in detail in this
paper. We used two classic high-order upwind
schemes: QUICK and SUD, to evaluate the false
diffusion reduction effect of convective schemes.

(a) Rectangular mesh

Fig. 3. Mesh topologies [21].

(b) Body-fitted Mesh (c) 0 type Mesh
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where r =xmim.
The control function, l, was the exponential

function:

step of mesh B is transformed into the new domain so
that it intersects the four comers of the original
physical boundary. The boundary nodes can be more
easily specified in this simple configuration in the
transformed domain than in the physical domain.
Then the boundary nodes in the transformed domain
are projected back into the physical boundaries.
Finally, the transformed mesh is projected back into
the physical domain. The furnace model then had a
final total of 51,300 elements.

The 0 type mesh shown in Fig. 3c is used when the
interior boundaries are important [22]. The grid lines
in the central area are fit to a small central rectangle.
The main disadvantage of this mesh is the large
number of elements in the center region with as many
elements as in the rest of the horizontal mesh. This
large number of elements is not necessary in the
center region which has no sharp gradients of the
physical variables. This mesh had a total of 217,240
elements.

5. The coal combustion simulations and
diffusion effects in utility boilers

Combustion is one of the most difficult processes
to model mathematically since it involves the
simultaneous processes of three-dimensional, multi
phase fluid dynamics, turbulent mixing, fuel eva
poration, radiative and convective heat transfer, and
chemical reactions. In the past twenty years, com
prehensive combustion simulation codes [24-30] and
commercial software packages [31-33] have been
employed to investigate combustion processes in
utility boilers. Models have been developed for
turbulent flows, two-phase flows, heterogeneous two
phase reactions, radiation [34] and ash deposition [35].

Smoot et al. [27,29] developed a combustion code
with the name "PCGC-3" which used the EBU model
for the turbulent combustion and the DO method to
predict the radiative heat transfer. They used a
staggered rectangular mesh with 52x52x84=227, 136
elements. Comparison of the predicted particle
behavior [36, 37] and local temperatures [38] in this
industrial-scale pulverized tangentially-fired furnace
(TFF) from PCGC-3 and Fluent with experimental
data for an 85 MWe pulverized coal boiler
(tangentially-fired furnace) showed that the simula
tion captures the qualitative trends observed in the
furnace except in the burner and near-wall regions.

(11)

--

n

pk = _ L>ISgnC¢k -¢I)exPC-q1])

1=[

n

1] = L C1kC¢k _¢1)2

1=1

(a) mesh A

~ G -EfJ-
(b jmesh B

(e) mesh C

Fig. 4. Mesh arrangements in the different topologies.

The procedure specifies the boundary nodes which
were then transformed from the computational do
main to the physical domain. Due to the complexity
of the mesh configuration, the procedure cannot be
completed directly. As shown in Fig. 5b, Mesh B, the
uniform mesh in the computational domain in the first

Fig. 5. Mesh topology generation.
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Simulations of tangentially fired combustion [39
42] have included comprehensive coal combustion
models well coupled to the rest of the analysis with
the simulation results agreeing with experimental data.
Furnace operating conditions and parameters of com
bustion models have been investigated mimerically
with rectangular meshes widely used in these si
mulations. "The nature of comprehensive combustion
models is such that they require use in their present
state of development by a technical specialist with
appropriate training, back-ground and experience and
much work remains to be done" [28]. In the early
years, the importance of false diffusion was not well
recognized and rectangular mesh with lower-order
convective schemes was widely used to simulate
tangentially fired combustion. In recent years, the
false diffusion effect has been addressed with the
rapid developments of computational techniques and
computer hardware [43-46]. Higher-order convective
schemes [47-50], mesh adjusting methods [51-55]
and artificial viscosity methods [56-58] have been de
veloped to prevent the false diffusion caused by
convective schemes and rectangular meshes in TFF
combustion simulations. The artificial viscosity me
thod requires correct prediction of the false diffusion
distribution across the computational domain with
negative viscosities used in the discretized equations
to eliminate the false diffusion. This method adds
complexity and computational expense as seen in the
following equations [56]:

6.1.2 Measurement locations and PDA system
The scale model furnace was constructed with glass

windows as shown in Fig. 7 with a superheater made
of 4 mm aluminum alloy planes to avoid static elec
tricity and vibrations. The furnace outlet had a con
vergent duct and cyclone. The air flow was controlled
by valves for each air inlet and measured by Venturi
meters. The glass particles passed through a flexible
tube from the hopper to each air inlet.

A 3D-PDA system with a 58N50 Enhanced Signal
Processor [59] from DANTEC(1994) was used to
measure the flow velocities. The velocities were
measured at three horizontal sections. Each section
had 18 measurement points. Data were not obtained
near the wall due to difficulties in manipulating the
probe through the sampling windows.

6. Comparison of various simulation schemes
for tagentially fired furnaces

6.1 Phase doppler particle anemometer (PDA) mea
surement

6.1.1 Model system and boundary conditions
The flow field was measured in an HG-670/l40-9

TFF boiler under room temperature [54]. The total
height of the furnace model was 2200 mm and the
cross section was 580 mmx680 mm. Each comer had
two groups of combustors as shown in Fig. 6. The
primary, secondary and auxiliary air streams were
allocated separately with a primary air velocity of 17
mis, a secondary air velocity of 25 mls and an
auxiliary air velocity of 30 mls based on the physical
model with velocity components as listed in Table 1.

(14)

(12)

(13)

(15)

(16)

'V.[v. 'Vv] = 'V. [TartificialT. 'VV]

[

cos2 A cosAcosB COSACOSC]

T = cosAcosB cos 2
B COSB~OSC

cos A cos C cos B cos C cos- C

1
i\ =-(fu"+i\y+&)

3

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of 670 t/h furnace model structure [60],
(b) Burner mouth model size. .

The following section will compare several of these
advection discretization schemes and mesh arrange
ments with experimental data.

(a) (b)
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The unweighted velocities were averaged by

simple averaging residence time weighting and in

terval time weighting.

Fig. 8 shows that the averaging methods produced
different results in the high velocity regions with the
residence time weighted and interval time weighted
velocities being similar.

6.2 Numerical modeling and results validation

a pv i 0 gi .gk au; g Dp
-.(-u·)=-.(p----·)-1--. (20)
aq' J ) oq' J aqk J aq'

The strong conservative form [61] of the momentum
equation in a general curvature coordinate system can
be written in terms of the primitive variables as:

(19)

(18)

I o(x,y,z)

J 0(;1 ,q2 ,q3)

~(PViJ=o
oq'l J

6.2.1 Curvilinear coordinate system
The continuity equation can be expressed in terms

ofprimitive variables as:

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation:

(17)

Fig. 7. Furnace schematic for 3D-PDA measurement I. fur
nace, 2. superheater, 3. glass windows, 4. perforated plate,
5,14. tracking glass particles, 6. powder storage, 7. flexible
tube, 8. air inlet, 9. Venturi nozzle and valve, 10. Convergent
duct, II. Seal Valves, 12. cyclone separator, 13. air blower,
15. recycling tank.

Table I. Boundary conditions in the furnace model [60].

Fig. 8. Comparison in calculating velocity by using different
statistical methods at the central position inside furnace
[60].

Size
(m/s) Position (Fig.6a :A-A)

(mnr')

Corner I II III IV

Primary air 21x25 u -12.02 10.71 12.02 -0.71
v -12.3 -13.46 12.03 13.46

Secondary
17.5x25

u -17.37 15.48 17.37 15.48
air v -17.78 -19.46 17.78 19.46

Auxiliary
25x25

u -25.07 22.34 25.07 22.34
air v -25.67 -28.08 25.67 28.08

.......,.......
O.5·~........

,..
03

unweighted
It residence time weighted

interval time weighted.. .., ............... .. .............................
'"o

U

where V;=gi' V is contravariant velocity component in
the curvilinear coordinate system and Uj is the
velocity component in the fixed Cartesian coordinate
system.

Four meshes were generated for the numerical
analysis of the fluid dynamics in a TFF at room
temperature for comparison with the experimental
data.

The standard k-e model was employed to simulate
the turbulence with the same standard k-E: parameters
used for all four meshes. The inlet turbulence
intensity was 10% with the characteristic length equal
to the hydraulic diameter of the air inlets (Primary air:
2.1 ern, Secondary air: 1.7 cm, Auxiliary air: 2.5 em).

Six cases were chosen for the isothermal flow fluid
simulations. Case A used a rectangular mesh with the
upwind scheme, case B used a body-fitted mesh with
the upwind scheme, case C used an O-type mesh with
the upwind scheme, case D used a refined rectangular
mesh with the upwind scheme, case E used the same
rectangular mesh as case A with the QUICK scheme,
and case F used the same rectangular mesh as case A
with the second-order upwind (SUD). The conver-
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gence criteria are listed in Table 2.

6.2.2 Results validation
Case A (rectangular mesh) was the simplest treat

ment among these six cases with a rectangular mesh
and the first-order upwind scheme to simulate the
tangential isothermal flow field. As a result, case A
had the fastest convergence. Any grid refinements or
improved convective schemes will increase the
computational time.

The false diffusion effects were evaluated by com
paring the u-v vectors and the w distribution. Re
duction of the false diffusion effects will increase the
injection jet velocities near the burner mouth. These
air velocities are an important factor in the result
evaluations.

Fig. 9(a) shows that the improved mesh arrange
ment and the improved upwind schemes both en
hanced these air injection velocities. The results for
the body-fitted mesh and the 0 type mesh most
effectively predicted the injection jet velocities.

Experimental measurements [60, 62] in a TFF
showed that the w velocity distribution changed from
a "w" to an "M" shape in the central vertical section
inside the furnace as shown on the left side figure of
Fig. 10. At the burner mouth level, the w velocities in
the center were positive while the velocities near the
two sides were negative in the experiments. Above
the burner level, the w distribution reversed with the
w velocities in the center being negative and gra
dually becoming less negative towards the outside.
These w velocity distributions are the two main
characteristics of the TFF isothermal flow at room
temperature. W velocity is much smaller compared to
the U and V velocities and is difficult to measure
precisely, but the transformation of "w" to "m" of W
velocity is clear in tangentially fired furnaces. As a
matter of fact, 0 type and body-fitted meshes have
some advantages over square and refined square
meshes. The results for cases 0, E and F are similar to
those for case A while the calculated results for cases
Band C are close to the experimental results.

Experiment
[60]

(a) u-v vectors

(b) w contour

A:Rectangular B:Body-fitted C:Ootype 0: Refined E: Rectangular F: Rectangular
rectangular mesh mesh with QUICK mesh with SUD

Fig. 9. u, v vectors and w contours of Plane B, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Z-direction velocity contour comparison in different meshes with experiments.

Table 2. Convergence criteria and computational times.

Computation
Mass

u% v% w% k% £0/0
Steps until

Time per
Scheme

balance xlO-6 xtO·J xl0-l xl0') xtO" Conver-
step (s)o/GxlO-05 zence

A: Rectangular mesh 0.015 4.44 0.981 9.9903 0.318 0.021 1822 8.0

B: Body-fined -0.499 3.59 0.995 5.35 0.246 0.0372 3324 3.4

C: Ootype 1.37 2.93 0.999 4.86 0.230 0.0396 1981 4.6

D: Relined rectangular mesh -0.039 2.337 0.668 9.977 0.653 0.042 1824 44.3

E: QUICK with rectangular mesh -0.008 3.31 0.481 8.18 0.424 0.114 3804 8.2

F: SUD with rectangular mesh 0.003 0.225 0.110 0.975 0.064 1.08 3914 8.2

Detail experimental validations are necessary to
evaluate the simulation results. The v and w velocities

at the three horizontal measurement sections are
compared with the experimental data in Figs. Il(a)
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Fig. Il(a). Different mesh computational v velocity comparison with PDPA experiment.

and ll(b).
The results in Fig. ll(a) show that the predictions

of the body-fitted and 0 type meshes are close to each
other and to the experimental data and that the
predictions using the rectangular mesh are improved

by the mesh refinements and the higher order upwind
schemes.

The simulation results in Fig. ll(b) show that the
central w velocity distribution changes from a "w" to
an "M" shape, which is very typical of the isothermal
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Fig. II (b). Different mesh computational w velocity comparison with PDA experiment.

w velocity distribution inside the TFF, seen in Fig.
II (b) y=O m row.

6.3 False diffusion magnitude

The false diffusion coefficients Eqs. 8 and 14 in the

rectangular TFF mesh were evaluated to assess the
magnitudes of the various effects to evaluate the cross
flow diffusion in the TFF fluid dynamic simulations.

The crossflow diffusion coefficients for the rectan
gular TFF mesh and the artificial viscosity distribu
tions are illustrated in Figs. l2(a) and l2(b).
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Fig. 12(a). False diffusion and viscosity distribution at rectangular mesh in horizontal section.

Fig. 12(h). False diffusion and viscosity distribution of rectangular mesh in vertical section

1839

The data in Fig. 12(a) was calculated on plane A at
the burner level in the model furnace shown in Fig. 6
which was at a height of 0.85 m in the air injection
zone.

The numerical results show that the x-direction and
y-direction crossflow numerical diffusion near the in
jectors is much higher than in the interior which
agrees with Davis and Mallinson's approximation and
Kang's result [10]. Near the four corners, the angle
between the velocity vectors and the axis was about
45°, which gives the maximum false diffusion, and
the artificial viscosity due to the numerical diffusion
is 1O~30 times higher than the turbulent viscosity
near the injectors where the turbulent viscosity is
relatively low. Hence, in the inlet area, strong false
diffusion effects in the convection-diffusion equation

lead to unrealistic flow predictions. If false diffusion
was reduced by grid refinements, the number of grid
cells will be over ten times of original grid cells in
one direction and in three directions, total cells will be
over one thousands of the original one. Just as
Raighby said "grid refinements can reduce these
problems, the required degree of refinement is often
impracticable for engineering purposes" [63].

The maximum values of the false diffusion in the x,
y and z directions and the artificial viscosity in a
vertical section are near the burner region as shown in
Fig. l2(b), while the maximum turbulent viscosity is
located in the center of the vertical section. The large
false diffusion affected zone needs special care for the
mesh design and the convective treatment in the TFF
flow simulations.
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7.2.3 Heterogeneous char reaction model
The char combustion models used a diffusion

controlled model including pore effects on the in
ternal surface of the char. The char combustion was
simplified into two reactions with the diameters and
densities of the char particles varying during the
devolatilization.

7.2.4 Gas-phase combustion model
The volatiles combustion is the main part of the

gas-phase reaction besides the carbon monoxide
oxidation. The EBU model proposed by Spalding was
used to simulate the gas-phase turbulent reaction [68].
The release, combustion, and diffusion of O2, CO2,

CO, H20, and CnHmwere expressed mathematically
as the following general convection-diffusion
equation in curvilinear coordinates:

7. Comparison of rectangular and body-fitted
mesh predictions of combustion processes

7.1 Modeling object and mesh topology

A structured rectangular mesh and a structured
body-fitted mesh both with the first-order upwind
scheme were used to simulate the comprehensive

combustion processes in a tangentially fired utility
boiler (HG-670/140-9 boiler with a steam production

of 670t/h) which is twenty times the size of the scale
furnace model in Fig. 6. The air velocity, temperature

and species distributions predicted by using these two
meshes were compared to evaluate the numerical
diffusion effects in the comprehensive TFF com
bustion simulation. The body-fitted and the rectan

gular meshes in the TFF comprehensive combustion
simulations are shown in Fig. 13.

To simplify the model, the furnace hopper was
modeled as a cube in the numerical simulations.

7.2 Combustion models

The simulations of combustion in the TFF used the
following models:

7.2.1 Coal particle trajectory model

The Lagrangian method was used to simulate the
particle trajectories. A particle force analysis indicated
that [64] gravity, pressure differences across the

particles, the magnus force and the Basset force could
be neglected. The particle momentum equation is
then:

rilc,2 = mcazkz exp( - £z IRT)

m; = me,l +me,2

1
C+-O? -7 CO

2 -
1

CO+-O? -7 COz
2 -

c.n; +(Il+~ )Oz -7 -co, +~HzO

~(PVj 'f.J=~(£gigk 8f~J
rgJ J s ig J O's J a~'

+(Sps +min(ws,r,W'\',A))7

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

where mp is the particle mass.

The non-spherical effects and the Stephen flux
effects on the combustion were included [65, 66] by
calculation CD as:

( )
- 1 Bk

CD =Csp 1+0.862Igq> ()
exp e, -I

(22)

where,

Sp, gas generation source
"'s.r turbulent diffusion-limited reaction rate
Ws.A kinetics-limited reaction rate ofArrhenius

approximation
The particle Lagrangian energy equation with

heterogeneous heat transfer between the gas and solid
phases was:

7.2.2 Devolatilization model
The pyrolysis was modeled using Stickler's parallel

Eqs. (25-27) [67] for the reaction rate:

(29)

(23) where,
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Qh Heat release from char

Qw Vapor latent heat

The gas-phase energy equation was:

heat transfer in the TFF was its effective adaptability

to both in Cartesian and curvilinear mesh systems.

7.3 Simulation results comparison

where,
qp Gas-solid convection source

The wall temperature was calculated from the heat

transfer from the water inside the water wall and to

the flue gas outside the water wall.

Radiation Model
The radiation transfer equation (RTE) was used to

simulate the thermal radiation. Viskanta and Menguc

[34] reviewed radiative process simulation models
used for combustion and discussed the RTE solution

and the radiative properties of the flue gas and the

particles in detail.

where,

e; Overall thermal resistance from the wall to

the flue gas

qcw Convection heat flux from gas to wall

qrw Radiation heat flux from gas to wall

T. Water temperature in screen wall
The mean physical properties of the gas were based

on the gas properties and concentrations. The calcula

tion of these properties is described in detail by

Robert et al. [69].

Inaccurate flow field predictions will affect the

other scalar convection-diffusion processes so that

combustion simulations will be inaccurate. Therefore,

fluid dynamics simulations with less false diffusion

will provide better simulations of the combustion

processes in the TFF.
The simulated velocity fields in the TFF at a height

of 1600 ern in the utility boiler HG-670/140-9 pre

dicted using the body-fitted and rectangular meshes

are compared in Fig. 1. The injected flow in the

rectangular mesh is quickly attenuated because of the

strong crossflow diffusion effects introduced by the

first order upwind scheme so that the injected flows

from the burner incorrectly reach the water wall very

quickly. In the body-fitted mesh, the injected flows

reach further out into the center of the furnace to form

a swirling counter-clockwise rotation. Comparison of

the temperature distributions at a height of 1600 em in

Fig. 14 shows that a more accurate predicted injection

flow in the body-fitted mesh resulted in very different
temperature distributions with lower temperatures

along the wall in the rectangular mesh results and a

larger hot section in the middle as the injection flows

were quickly deflected towards the wall. The gas

species distributions in the two meshes were also

quite different due to the different predicted injection

structures. For instance, the flue gas production and

the heat release predicted by using the body-fitted

mesh were concentrated in the narrow region near the

injectors with a high temperature region downstream

of the injections. In the rectangular mesh, the heat
sources were more dispersed inside the furnace so the

high temperature area was larger as shown in Fig. 14.

(31)

(30)

w w( W w) TOT = E: qc +qr +

(n.'V)l(r,n) = -(a+o-)I(r,n)+

Klb(r)+~ r, l(r,n')<r>(n'~n)dn'
411' .b =4;r

where,

a Absorption coefficient
a Scattering coefficient

The discrete ordinates (DO) method was used to

solve the algebraic radiation equations because of its

efficiency and accuracy. The most important reason

for selecting the DO model to model the radiation

(a) Body-fit mesh (b) Rectangular mesh

Fig. 14. Temperature contour comparison in cross-section plane.
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Fig. 16. O2 concentration at a height of 1600 ern

8. Conclusions

the two meshes. The O2 concentrations decreased
quickly normal to the streamwise direction in the
body-fitted mesh with a relatively low O2 concen
tration in the furnace. However, the opposite pheno
menon was observed in the rectangular mesh results
with the O2 concentration decreasing more along the
streamwise direction.

Experimental validation is the further work to be
continued.

Higher-order convective schemes must be used to
obtain accurate combustion simulations along with
better mesh designs for engineering applications. In
coal combustion modeling in the TFF, the body-fitted
mesh arrangement and higher-order upwind advection
schemes significantly reduced the numerical false
diffusion near the four comers. Many computational
examples have shown that the fluid dynamics com
putation in the TFF can play a critical role in the
comprehensive TFF simulation. Inaccurate flow field
predictions make the other scalar convection-diffu
sion results less meaningful.

Qualitative observations and quantitative valida
tions have shown that the simple rectangular mesh
combined with the first-order upwind scheme leads to
severe false diffusion. The refined rectangular mesh
reduces the numerical diffusion only if the refined
elements are sufficiently small. Higher-order upwind
schemes in the rectangular mesh are helpful to reduce
this numerical error. The mesh investigation showed
that grid line adjustments (the 0 type mesh or the
body-fitted mesh) more effectively reduce false
diffusion than simply refining the rectangular mesh.
When the 0 type mesh is employed in the TFF
combustion simulation, the size of the central small
rectangle used to generate the grid lines in the furnace
center should be carefully selected since smaller
rectangles will result in less false diffusion in the
central region. If the central rectangle is the same size
as the furnace, the 0 type mesh will be a rectangular
mesh with serious numerical diffusion.

Analysis of the crossflow diffusion in the TFF
showed that near the injection nozzles, the x-, Y: and
z-direction crossflow diffusions coefficients were
much higher than elsewhere inside the furnace with
the false diffusion being 10-30 times higher in these
regions than the turbulent viscosity. These diffusion
effects imply that the x-direction diffusion effect can

(b) Rectangular-mesh(a) Body-fitted mesh

(a) Body-fitted mesh (b) Rectangular mesh

Fig. IS. Combustion temperature contours in the vertical
plane

The velocity distribution in the rectangular mesh
resulted in the particles and combustible species being
completely burned out near the injectors, while in the
body-fitted mesh, the relatively higher velocities
resulted in entrained particles and the combustible
species burning over a longer distance. Thus, the
temperatures above the burners in the body-fitted
mesh results were higher than the temperatures above
the burners in the rectangular mesh results as shown
in Fig. 15.

The gas-solid radiation heat transfer is also strongly
affected by the temperature distribution. Most of the
reaction rates are temperature dependent so the
temperatures also affect the particle trajectories and
the slagging on the water walls. The different tem
perature contours shown in Fig. 15 resulted in very
different particle dispersion results.

The O2 concentrations also differed greatly in the
two numerical simulations as shown in Fig. 16 because
cause of the different predicted injection structures in
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be reduced to the same level as the actual physical

diffusion in the convection-diffusion equation if the
grid size in each direction in the rectangular mesh is
reduced to one-tenth of the original size resulting in
1000 times as many cells, which is a considerable
computational expense.

The flue gas velocities predicted by using the two
meshes also remarkably affected the other scalar
distributions and the particle behavior inside the TFF.
Predictions with different mesh topologies resulted in
significantly different distributions of some important
physical variables such as the temperature and species
concentrations, even though the comprehensive com
bustion models were the same. Therefore, the accurate
comprehensive combustion modeling in a TFF will
not be correct if significant false diffusion is present.

Fig. 2 shows that the mesh adjustments of the grid
lines to reduce the cross diffusion may increase the
streamwise diffusion effect when the first-order up
wind scheme is used, but the product of the stream

wise diffusion coefficient and i;2¢/os2 is normally

negligible compared to the crossflow diffusion effect

since ci¢/os2 is very small.

Nomenclature--------------

p : Fluid density
IVI : Velocity magnitude
u, v, w : Velocity components in x, y, z

directions
e :Angle between the velocity and the

x-axis
~ : Scalar (velocity components, kinetic

energy, enthalpy, etc.)
¢ :Normalized scalar
T : Coefficients of diffusion term in

convection-diffusion equation

I"; F'm F'sn : False diffusion coefficients in
multi-dimensional approximation

rcfyFcfy,F'cfz : False diffusion coefficients in x, y,
z directions

&, /').y,/::,:z : Grid interval in x, y, z directions

Pk : Exponential function
J : Jacobian transformation matrix
Vi : Contravariant velocity in

curvilinear coordinate system
k : Turbulent energy
e : Turbulent energy dissipation rate

JI : Dynamic viscosity

v : Kinematic viscosity

T : Temperature
kb k2 : Kinetic parameters in parallel

pyrolysis process equations
£b £2 : Activation energies in parallel

pyrolysis process equations
CD : Drag force coefficient
ws,T : Turbulent diffusion-limited

reaction rate
ws,A : Kinetics-limited reaction rate in

Arrhenius approximation

Qh : Heat release from char
Qw : Vapor latent heat
qcw : Convection heat flux from gas to

wall
qrw : Radiation heat flux from gas to

wall
T, : Water temperature in the water

wall
a. : Absorption coefficient
(J : Scattering coefficient
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